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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit IV

7. (a) What do you understand by plasma arc

flow ? How will you have application of

plasma jets ? 5

(b) Differentiate between plasma arc

machining and laser beam machining.

10

8. Differentiate between plasma arc machining

and electron beam machining based upon

working principle, process set up process

parameters, their working steps, merits,

demerits and applications. 15
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Unit I

1. (a) What are limitations of traditional

machining processes and how can these

limitations be overcome ? 7

(b) How will you classify non-traditional

machining processes ? Discuss the basic

principle of any two processes. 8

2. Differentiate between ultrasonic machining and

abrasive jet machining based on basic principle,

elements of process, tool feed machanism,

process set up, cutting tool system design,

MRR, process considerations merits, demerits

and applications. 15

Unit II

3. Describe briefly the Electro-chemical

machining with the help of neat process set

up, chemical process involved, tool work gap,

process variables and applications. 15

4. Differentiate between Electro-chemical

machining and Electro-chemical grinding based

upon principle, setups, process parameters,

procedural steps, advantages, disadvantages and

applications. 15

Unit III

5. (a) What do you understand by spark erosion

processes ? Name these processes. What

are major process parameters of these

processes. Discuss the mechanism of

metal removal also. 8

(b) Write short notes on wire-cut EDM and

LBM. 7

6. Differentiate between Electro-discharge

machining (EDM) and wire-cut EDM based

upon spark errosion mechanism of metal

removal, electrode feed control, setup, process

parameters dielectric fluid, electrodes, surface

punch machining accuracy, merits, demerits and

applications. 15
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